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TRUST BOARD
26 October 2017

AGENDA ITEM NUMBER 5.1

TITLE OF PAPER Quality and Performance Committee Minutes of Meeting 21
st

September 2017

Confidential NO

Suitable for public access YES

PLEASE DETAIL BELOW THE OTHER SUB-COMMITTEE(S), MEETINGS THIS PAPER HAS BEEN VIEWED

Quality and Performance Committee.

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE(S):

Best outcomes 

Excellent experience 

Skilled & motivated teams 

Top productivity 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY The approved minutes of the 21
st

September. The Chair of this meeting was Professor
Hilary McCallion.

RECOMMENDATION: For noting

SPECIFIC ISSUES CHECKLIST:

Quality and safety Y

Patient impact Y

Employee Y

Other stakeholder Y

Equality & diversity Y

Finance Y

Legal Y

Link to Board Assurance

Framework Principle Risk

The BAF is included in items submitted to QAPC.

AUTHOR Russell Wernham, Deputy Chief Nurse, on behalf of the Committee Chairman.

PRESENTED BY Professor Hilary McCallion, Chair of the committee

DATE 20
th

October 2017

BOARD ACTION Noting
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QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE COMMITTEE (QPC) MINUTES

Thursday 21st September 2017

Room 3, Chertsey House St Peter’s Hospital

10.30 - 12.30 hrs

CHAIR: Hilary McCallion (HM) Non-Executive Director (Chair)

IN ATTENDANCE: Mike Baxter (MB) Non-Executive Director
John Hadley (JH) Divisional Director, TASCC1

Chris Ketley (CK) Non-Executive Director
Jonathan Robin (JR) Divisional Director
Tom Smerdon (TS) Chief Operating Officer

Unplanned Care
James A Thomas (JT) Chief Operating Officer Planned

care
Sue Tranka (ST) Interim Chief Nurse
Marty Williams (MW) Head of Patient Safety

SECRETARY: Russell Wernham (RW) Deputy Chief Nurse
Beth Shepherd (Minutes) Clinical improvement Support

APOLOGIES: Paul Crawshaw Divisional Director, WH&P2

David Fluck (DF) Medical Director
Erica Heppleston (EH) Associate Director of Quality
Melanie Irvin-Sellers Divisional Director, MES3

Andrew Laurie Divisional Director, DTTO4

Louise McKenzie Director of Workforce
Transformation

Terry Price Non-Executive Director
Suzanne Rankin Chief Executive

ITEM Action

117/2017 Apologies for Absence

1
Theatres, Anaesthetics, Surgery and Critical care

2
Women’s Health & Paediatrics

3
Medicine & Emergency Services

4
Diagnostics, Therapeutics, Trauma & Orthopaedics
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As above.

118/2017 Minutes of the Last Meeting

The draft minutes of the meeting in July 2017 are an abbreviated record

of the discussion instead of full transcript. A typed transcript to be made

available.

ST and DF are to look at QPC Terms of Reference as part of Quality

Strategy review and to discuss this with HM and MB. QPC should be

synchronised with other governance meetings. Terms of Reference to

be established by January 2018.

The draft minutes are not approved as minutes of the July 2017

meeting.

119/2017 Matters Arising

There are no minutes from the July 2017 meeting to align to the Matters

Arising document. This is to be discussed again at the October meeting

when July minutes have been provided.

120/2017 Divisional Quality Updates

Medicine & Emergency Services

JR reported MES have looked at outstanding Datix reports and SIRIs.

These are decreasing but still over target. JR raised issue of historic

outstanding SIRIs where staff disagree with previously agreed action

plans. JR said that other actions had been taken to mitigate risk, but

staff do not accept actions which have been previously agreed without

their input. This prevents closure of the SIRI. ST noted that action plans

should be made in agreement with the Divison and suggested an

amnesty on old SIRI actions; Divisions would then report actions that

have actually been taken to QPC and the SIRI could be closed. This

must be risk assessed and agreed with the CCG. MW would then

record this as an addendum to the CCG report.

HM said that the process needs review. Witness statements should be

written immediately after events, and staff need to know how to write a

statement suitable for the Coroner. ST to review, triangulating litigation,

SIRIs and complaints and disciplinary proceedings for learning. ST

commented that learning should be disseminated across more than one

medium - not only on the Patient Safety Trustnet pages for example.

JR reported that MES try to ensure issues are not repeatedly recorded

ST
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on the Risk Register. MB agreed that QPC should just look at new risks

and risks to be closed.

ST to review the process for legacy actions including a timeline for

closure, root cause analysis training, and report back in 4 weeks. ST

123/2017 Mortality Reviews

The agenda item concerns a mortality spike in September / October

2016. MW said that she had not received any information about this

from MI before he left his post.

An initial report was not able to explain the cause of the spike. The IHI

hasadvised a review including staffing, patient flow and ED pressures at

the time of the spike. ST is to liaise with DF to provide a report for next

meeting.

ST

121/2017 Performance Review

A&E NHS Improvement performance is on an upwards trajectory and

heading towards the 93% target for the quarter. Closure of Maple ward

and staffing issues created pressure on patient flow.

A proposal on Primary Care streaming will be brought to Board next

month.

The Community Psychiatric Liaison team are now on 24 hour call.

JT noted that RTT performance is compliant at 92.8%. The majority of

non-compliant pathways are surgical. Waiting lists have increased due

to a growth in demand. HM queried whether the backlog is due to

staffing issues. JT suggested a lack of ward staff would not contribute to

surgical waiting times, but lack of surgeons and anaesthetists might.

The Trust does not have an annual leave restriction for those staff. JT

takes an active role in Theatre utilisation meetings.

124/2017 SIRI Report

26 SIRIs were brought to QPC for closure. Root cause analyses,

actions, and tests of effectiveness have been undertaken for all cases.

HM noted that some actions for SIRIs overdue for closure were easily

achievable. It is disturbing that some clinician’s “reflections” have not

been completed for over a year. MW said that clinicians’ risk profile did

not include completion of SIRI actions. HM said clinical leads must pick

up on this.

MB commented that the SIRI report should make clear the

Physiotherapist involved in case W39240 was suspended.

ST and MW will do further work on the report. All SIRIs brought to QPC
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can be closed.

126/2017 QEWS Triangulation and Predictor Dashboard

A proposed new dashboard using run charts was presented to QPC in

June 2017 but was not considered to be satisfactory. It has proved

difficult to link assurance to improvements and outcomes. Mark

Hinchcliffe and RW aim to revise the QEWS dashboard to include

metrics from disciplines besides nursing. This will be discussed with ST.

The Best Care indicator has been removed as ward specific Quality

Improvement projects have replaced the Best Care audit. Falls with

harm have been RAYG rated to give assurance to Committee; the Lead

Falls Nurse remains on long-term leave. Further narrative is provided in

the Quality Report.

ST commented that the current QEWS dashboard format highlights

issues with wards and measures. RW and ST to discuss future

presentation of dashboard.

JR will discuss performance with AMU and present at start of next

meeting.

RW noted that there was no nursing leadership representation at QPC.

JR

127/2017 Annual DIPC report 2016/2017

The Director of Infection Prevention and Control report is also

presented at Trust Board. Comments to go to DF please.

MB noted the negative trend of surgical site infections.

129/2017 Quality Governance Committee Exception Report

RW noted that a number of nursing staff cannot start work because they

are waiting to take International English Language Test System exams.

132/2017 Safeguarding Exception Report

The issue of training compliance has been raised with Divisions.

Trust Board has signed off the Safeguarding Committee. The

Committee will meet bi-monthly. Minutes will go to QPC and directly to

Trust Board in April and October.
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130/2017 Patient Experience Monitoring Group

iWantGreatCare will not be able to correlate individual clinician

feedback with Divisions and services until early 2018. The majority of

clinicians have not received any iWGC feedback.

Healthwatch Surrey undertook a ward walk around medical wards and

feedback was positive.

FFT data showing greater dissatisfaction in both black and ‘other’

ethnicities and patients aged below 20 years and 31 to 40 years has

been raised at PMEG and will be taken to the Equality and Diversity

Committee.

Steve Hill is organising Maybo conflict management training including

restraint and clinical handling training. HM requested a report on

aggression and violence, including verbal abuse. RW suggested Steve

Hill updates report and sends to QPC.

RW

128/2017 Progress Update on Swan Ward

Staffing issues on Swan Ward include staff on maternity leave and

undergoing training. Newly recruited nurses will join shortly.

The Ward now has a band 6 manager. Two nurses have been moved

from Dickens. A Clinical Nurse Leader is present on the ward full time.

RW is to distribute Swan Ward report. RW

27/2017 Any Other Business

None.

Date of next meeting:

19th October 2017 11.00 – 13.00 Room 3, Chertsey House


